
Dunfanaghy curachs under construction.
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IRISH SKIN BOATS 

The story of curachs begins with our prehistoric 
ancestors using implements such as bone needles and 
flint scrapers to manipulate animal skin. It is fair to 
assume that the skeleton-built skin-boat tradition, one of 
the four principal roots of boatbuilding, originates in the 
Upper Palaeolithic period. Historians widely accept that 
during this period, when hazel and birch were abundant, 
complex lashed multi-skin and frame structures could, 
theoretically, have been achieved. Complex basket-
framed hide boats, similar to and even larger than the 
present Boyne curach, were technically possible by using 
microlith blades during the early occupation of Ireland 
in the Mesolithic period, about 9,000 years ago. The 
development of basic joining techniques in the Neolithic 
period would have allowed the construction of simple 
timber frames at that time. Woven hurdle making was 
quite common in the early Bronze Age and so were metal 
fastenings. However, because of the perishable nature 
of the organic material used throughout the skin boat, 
no firm archaeological evidence has been found to date. 
But historical insight can be gained from the technical 
development of the boats, as well as from literary and 
pictorial sources. As early as the third century BC, the 
Greek historian Timaeus refers to ‘boats of osier covered 
with stitched skins’ transporting tin from Cornwall to 
the continent, a trading practice that stretches back into 

the middle Bronze Age. In his Bello Civili, Caesar writes 
that the boat hulls in Iberia were made of ‘woven withies 
covered with hides’, suggesting that basket-making and 
skin boatbuilding shared a close parallel development in 
their early history. Traditional basket-makers in Ireland 
continue to employ the unconventional technique of 
constructing large baskets (such as creels) upside down, 
sticking the uprights in the ground in the desired shape. 
A similar technique was practised by basket-makers in 
Cornwall and Galicia. It is also the method used to make 
the hazel basket-frame of the Boyne river curach. Indeed, 
unlike their Welsh equivalent, the corwgl or coracle, 
Irish curachs (with the exception of the Tory Island 
type, a recent development) are always built upside 
down, starting with the gunwale. This key element of 
curach construction, which distinguishes it from almost 
all other boat types, may be related to the absence in it 
of a keel. Early, large seagoing curachs may have been 
fitted with keels, however, as both Caesar’s Bello Civili 
and Adamnan’s seventh-century Vita Sancti Columba 
attest, and the very detailed drawing of a curach under 
construction by Thomas Phillips in 685 (see Introduc-
tion, Irish Skin Boats, plate 8) supports this suggestion. 

The curach shares its basic design ethos with other 
objects of material culture associated with human mobil-
ity. A few sticks tied together with twine and covered 
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with a sheet of felt make an effective shelter against the 
weather, such as the Yurt used by nomadic Kyrgyzian 
tribes and the hazel-framed tents of Irish travellers used 
until little more than a generation ago. Rods woven into 
a large basket and covered with skin or cloth make a  
boat — our curach. Adding a pair of wings to such  
a superstructure essentially makes a glider. While this 
may present an oversimplified picture, a common 
underlying design principle is certainly evident. Frame 

and cloth/skin constructions have been an indispensa-
ble component of travel on land and sea since Mesolithic 
times, and in our own time have contributed to man’s 
conquest of the sky. Such constructions are not therefore 
primitive, transitional concepts, but can be the basis of 
sophisticated and well-adapted design solutions. Two 
elements — clearly evident in a curach — are essential 
for such constructions: a lightweight space-frame or 
skeleton and a dense and flexible sheet material to cover 
it — functioning like skin over a ribcage. Curachs, glid-
ers and tents are alike in that they are extremely light 

(a 25-foot Kerry naomhóg weighs less than 65 pounds) 
and at the same time so sturdy as to withstand the 
forces of nature. They are flexible — moving with and 
giving way to these forces, reacting with rather than in 
opposition to them. Flexibility is indeed the secret of the 
superb seaworthiness of the curach. The gunwale, the 
latticework of ribs and laths and the canvas seem fragile 
in themselves, but in combination form a strong, ductile 
and tensile structure that is able to withstand great 
forces of wind and wave. Such a combination allows for 
multi-hide boats of up to 60 feet to be constructed, such 
as in the case of some eighteenth-century Greenland 
skin boats.

This design ethos is reflected in the materials used 
in building a curach, which, to maintain the underlying 
principle of lightness and flexibility, have to be soft and 
elastic. But while the materials should be in harmony 
with the overall design concept, they should ideally also 
be inexpensive, abundant and freely available to the 
maker. The curach’s constituent parts can be described 
under the headings of framework (including gunwale 
and hull, both of which determine the regional differ-
ences of the various curach types), covering, and the 
materials used in its propulsion. 

THE FRAMEWORK OF THE CURACH

The gunwale gives strength to the boat, holding its shape 
and supporting the ribs. Various types of gunwale have 
been developed in Irish curachs, according to required 
needs. A simple hazel mouth wale, woven in a manner 
similar to the top-knot of the traditional creel, is 
sufficiently strong for the small and light Boyne curach.  
A next stage in gunwale development introduces a single 
frame of wood to hold the ribs secure, a design used 
throughout Donegal and parts of north Mayo.

The final stage is a sophisticated double-gunwale 
construction, separated by struts, creating a sturdy 

Roadside travellers’ shelter made of hazel rods and canvas, Co. Down, 1957. 
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space-frame that makes it possible to achieve hull 
lengths of 27 feet or more — for example, the four-man 
curachs of Aran, Clare and Kerry. White deal (spruce or 
pine — the generic term refers to wide boards histori-
cally used for flooring) is most commonly used for the 
majority of frame components, including the thwarts.  
It is inexpensive, easily available and light but has to be 
selected carefully as it can be weakened by too many 
knots. Ash, often used in the bow section of some types, 
is considered flexible and capable of bending, but tends 

to perish quickly when exposed unprotected to seawater. 
Oak is considered to be the best alternative as it is hard 
and durable. Most makers prefer naturally bent wood, 
which retains its long continuous fibres, for making 
quarter knees and standing knees for the thwarts. Kerry 
naomhóg-makers consider goat willow to be the most 
suitable material for this purpose, while those of Clare 
and Galway favoured natural crooks of fruitwood or 
whitethorn. 

For the hull, a combination of sawn laths of timber, 
coppiced hazel or willow rods is assembled, using 
techniques from simple binding to weaving, jointing 
and fixing. The use of willow (salix family) for ‘laths’ 
(stringers) and ribs, as in early examples of the Owey 
Island curach, has all but disappeared, but hazel (corylus 
avellana) remains the preferred material for the Boyne, 
Dunfanaghy, Downings and Fanad curachs. Hazel 
coppices were maintained until the mid twentieth 
century, mainly for this purpose, but straight rods of 
up to 2–5 feet in length and up to ¾ inch in diameter 

— c. 5–7 years’ growth — can easily be sourced from 
hedgerows. 

Unlike willow, hazel can be formed into shape with-
out being soaked and maintains its flexibility over a long 

The gunwale of a Boyne curach. 

Assembling the main gunwale of a naomhóg. Shoulder joint, struts and thwart in a Kerry naomhóg.
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period of time. The butt ends of the hazel rods are held in 
opposite sides of the gunwale and are paired up; hence 
the use of the term ‘couples’. The intersections of rib and 
lath were bound with horse hair and, later, marlin (hemp 
treated with Archangel tar) or, more recently, synthetic 
twine. A continuous length of string, running the length 
of the hull, is normally used. Nailing the ribs and laths 
together was attempted in some places in the nineteenth 
century, a method subsequently applied to timber-lath 
constructions. Square-shank copper nails will penetrate 
both pilot-drilled rib and lath and are then hooked over 
or clenched upwards on the inside to prevent them from 
catching the nets.

In more sophisticated currachs, cleft or sawn timber 
have replaced rods for the ribs and stringers. White deal 
is again most common for the laths (stringers) while 
clean American oak is considered most suitable for the 
ribs. The latter, being thin and narrow in the curach in 
comparison with timber-built boats, can be steamed 
and bent in less than 30 minutes. A simple steam-box 
with a kettle element or water pipe over an open fire 

is sufficient for this job; even 
a plastic drainage pipe with a 
steam-wallpaper stripper can be 
used. Immersion of the ribs in 
boiled water is considered to be 
bad practice by some makers, as 
this tends to soften and break the 
fibres, thus weakening the wood.

Most present-day makers 
preserve the timber and enhance 
the appearance of their curachs 
by painting with glossy varnish 
or paint. The traditional green 
and red colours of the Kerry 
naomhóg, for example, date 
from the introduction of red lead 
oxide, a paint which is now banned because of its toxic-
ity. Some historians have suggested that the colour red 
might have its origins in the use of ox blood as a wood 
preservative in medieval times. The popularity of blue 
and white in areas like west Clare has been attributed to 
the colours associated with the Virgin Mary, whose year 
was celebrated in 954. 

Traditional glossy wood paints will inevitably 
crack in sunlight, allowing water to enter the timber 
and eventually lift the varnish coat. Open-pore exterior 
stains avoid this problem, and wood stains with earth 
pigments are now on the market; these contain natural 
oils, which penetrate deep into timber. Such oils can also 
be used on their own and help to bring out the natural 
colour of the wood. Additional coats of linseed oil and 
genuine turpentine (not white spirit) at increasing ratios 
of oil (from :3 to :2 and eventually : oil to turpentine) 
can be used to waterproof and nourish timber that is 
exposed to water. The addition of beeswax in the final 
coat allows the surface to be polished, while the addition 
of a little molten pitch stains and helps to preserve the 
timber longer.Selecting couples and stringers for a Dunfanaghy curach.

Painting a naomhóg.
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COVERING THE CURACH

The use of tanned hides to cover boats on the Iberian 
Peninsula has been described by the Roman historian 
Strabo as early as the second century BC. Until the intro-
duction of tarred woven fabric in the early nineteenth 
century, pelt, semi-cured raw hide and vegetable-tanned 
hide continued to be used as the main covering material 
for curachs. Hide needs to be smoked, dressed or, better 
still, cured in salt and lime to prevent it from deteriorat-
ing. On the Brendan, Tim Severin used ox hides that had 
been tanned for twelve months in a solution of oak bark 
and then smeared and soaked with hot — and smelly 

— wool grease. In 2005, the West Clare Curach Club 
asked me to help make a replica of a 6-foot, 820s-type 
leather curach, the Tarbh na Mara. Its design was based 
on an 822 account by Captain Frazer, a Royal Navy engi-
neer stationed in west Clare at the time. Frazer specified 
the use of raw hides, dressed with coal tar and pitch 

— a proofing method still used on contemporary canvas 
curachs. The replica was covered with four cured hides, 
stitched and tacked to the gunwales, allowing them 
to shrink-fit before dressing, a method used on some 
early curachs. Infrequently used, and stored outside the 

whole year round, Tarbh na Mara’s skin dried out and, 
as a result, the leather gradually shrank as much as 20 
per cent, tearing the seams and ripping away from the 
gunwale. Working hide boats, in contrast, would have 
been continually wet and damp from regular use, and 
the hides themselves generally removed in the winter 
season — the hide was normally lashed to the gunwale 
to facilitate its removal. 

The experiment demonstrated that fabric covers 
(both home and industrially woven) not only saved on 
time and initial material cost of the curachs, but also 
greatly improved maintenance and usability. On the 
downside, however, canvas is more liable to tear than 
hide. It is probably for this reason that curachs on the 
Boyne continued to be covered with hide late into the 
twentieth century, as there was a greater likelihood 
of hitting sharp stones on the banks and bed of a fast-
running river. Flax mills were established in Ireland by 
the late eighteenth century, and canvas made from linen 

— and later American cotton — was easily obtained, 
both new or in the form of packaging such as flour 
bags. A single layer of 2- to 6-ounce cotton canvas is 
sufficient for most types of curach. Some Donegal and 

Stitching the hides of the Tarbh na Mara.

Stitching canvas with a sewing awl. 
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Mayo curachs, however, were covered with two ‘skins’ 
of 9 to 0-ounce calico, which offers a finer and denser 
weave. Sometimes an additional layer of brown paper 
was used to separate them. Because of limitations in the 
width of the canvas, several runs of canvas may have to 
be joined for longer boats. 

This is most easily done inside out, before turning 
the canvas over so that the seams eventually lie hidden 
on the inside of the boat.

The canvas has to be treated to achieve a perma-
nently waterproof and rot-proof covering, and tradi-
tionally a mix of coal tar and pitch has been applied 
to the canvas or calico to this effect. Tar was first 
produced from distilled coal in the 780s by the Scot-

tish mechanic William Murdock, for the purpose of 
preserving the hulls of timber ships. His invention led 
eventually to the production of coal gas for lighting on a 
huge industrial scale. In the 860s, more than a thousand 
gasworks were operating in Ireland and Britain and coal 
tar was abundant and accessible at little cost. Coal tar 
has a molasses-like consistency, becoming more liquid 
when heated. Pitch or wood tar, on the other hand, is 
a natural by-product of charcoal making, where resin-
ous trees like pitch pine are burnt under exclusion of 
oxygen. It is traditionally used as a sealant for boat hulls 
and buildings, as well as a preservative for rigging and 
sails, depending on its viscosity. Refined even further, it 
becomes turpentine. 

Naomhógs being covered (right) and a freshly tarred Dunfanaghy curach (left).
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The trade names ‘Stockholm Tar’ and ‘Archangel Tar’ 
both refer to historical centres of pine-pitch production, 
in Sweden and Russia respectively. With the advent of 
cheaper mineral-oil-based products, pitch is now hard 
to get commercially. ‘Jeffrey’s Marine Glue No. 2 Black’, 
however, is generally available from many chandleries 
and consists predominantly of pure pitch. For tarring 
curachs, real pine pitch, as distinct from bitumen cake, 
should be used, as bitumen products and coal tar tend 
to cause adverse chemical reactions when mixed. In its 
more common form of brushable roofing tar, bitumen 
is either a solvent-based or water-based/rubberised 
mineral-oil product. It is affected by UV radiation and, 
when permanently exposed to sunlight, it contracts and 
cracks and will pull the canvas away from the gunwale. 
Penetration of the canvas weave is also not very satisfying, 
exposing the fabric to dampness and rot. Bitumen-based 
materials are easily available and inexpensive, however, 
and safer to use than coal tar, which is considered to be 
carcinogenic. 

Coal tar should be applied to the canvas in a well-
ventilated space, preferably outdoors, and by someone 
wearing a mask. To coat a curach, coal tar and some 
pine pitch are first heated, separately — about a fistful of 
pitch is needed for a gallon (c. 4.5l) of coal tar. Adding 
more pitch speeds up the drying, but the surface is likely 
to crack over time. Caution is needed not to overheat the 
materials as both have a low flame point and will easily 
catch fire when overheated. They are mixed together 
when hot, keeping them on low heat until a good bit of 
steam is generated.

An eggcup full of Terebene, or paint (‘Japan’) dryer 
added to the mix will speed up the drying process. Some 
makers use a smooth grey pebble at this stage, dipping 
it into the mix to check the consistency. The film of tar 
should easily peel off when cooled. If the tar is too brittle, 
there is too much pitch; if it is too liquid, there is too 
little pitch. The mix is then applied very hot with a mop, 

a long-handled fencing brush or a tar brush, ideally on 
a warm, sunny day. Keeping the coat thin and working 
quickly on small areas helps the mix to penetrate the 
weave without over-saturating it. The mix should also 
actually bind the canvas to the laths like glue. The curach 
is then left to dry outside in the wind and sun for some 
days; kept inside, without air movement, drying can take 
several weeks. Dropping the boat into seawater when 
the coat is still tacky appears to help the curing process. 
The coat is likely not to dry out completely, which is an 

advantage in terms of its long-term waterproofing quali-
ties. As a final touch, some makers rub the hull in lard 
after the tar mix has dried, a technique that is supposed 
to improve performance by better repelling the water.

Tuskar Tar®, sometimes referred to as ‘painting tar’, 
is an excellent alternative to the heated mix. It contains 
both coal tar and pitch but has driers already added to it, 
so no heating is necessary and it dries within hours. On 
the downside, it is very expensive and few stockists can 
be found in Ireland now.

Tarring a naomhóg with a mixture of coal tar and pitch. 
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